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NEW YORK: In this Wednesday, Oct 8, 2014, file photo, American flags fly in front of the New York Stock Exchange.
Global shares mostly fell in thin trading yesterday taking their cues from a slide on Wall Street. A stronger yen helped
send Japanese stocks lower.—AP 

LONDON: European shares, the dollar
and bond yields fell yesterday, with
traders using the quiet holiday period to
book some profit on the rise that had
lifted all three to multi-year and in some
cases record highs recently. Weakness in
European financial stocks helped push
broader indices into the red, extending
the slippage after soft US housing data
the previous day.

The yield on 10-year US Treasury
notes slipped to a two-week low, pulling
the dollar to a two-week low against the
yen. “The dollar fall was mostly due to
renewed doubts about the US recovery
after pending home sales dropped in
November. This is where the risk-off
reversal started,” said Ipek
Ozkardeskaya, senior market analyst at
London Capital Group.

“This pushed the exhausted US bulls
to the sidelines and triggered a sell-off
in both the dollar and US stocks. We’re
seeing a bit of follow through in Europe
today,” she said. The Dow Jones has
reached record peaks in December and
has come within 100 points of the
20,000 mark on the last 11 consecutive
trading sessions, seven of them within
50 points. The yen’s strength, along with
a 16 percent slump in Toshiba Corp’s
shares after news of potential massive
writedowns led to a downgrade of its
credit ratings, saw the Nikkei shed 1.3
percent. Europe’s index of leading 300
shares fell 0.3 percent to 1,425 points,
with bank stocks down 0.8 percent.

Germany’s DAX was off 0.3 percent
too, while Britain’s FTSE 100 eased 0.2
percent from Tuesday’s record closing
high of 7,106 points. MSCI’s broadest
index of Asia-Pacific shares outside
Japan was last up 0.3 percent, helping to

keep global stocks in positive territory
by the most slender margin of 0.1 per-
cent. The pullback on Wall Street
Tuesday came amid light volumes.
Wednesday was the first session when
trades settle in January. The Dow fell
0.56 percent, while the S&P 500 lost 0.84
percent and the Nasdaq 0.89 percent.
Weak home sales data were blamed for
some of the selling.

US bonds made a rare rally as the soft
home sales report combined with sur-
prisingly strong demand for a sale of
new five-year Treasury notes. Yields on
10-year paper fell 3 basis points to their
lowest in two weeks at 2.48 percent.
Eurozone yields were also falling on
concerns about the strength of a rescue
plan for Italian banks and normal year-
end caution. Germany’s 10-year yields
hit their lowest in seven weeks at 0.164
percent, while their discount to Treasury
yields reached the widest on record. The
widening yield gap kept the euro
restrained around $1.0450 even in the
face of broad dollar weakness, after
touching an eight-session trough of
$1.0372 overnight. The euro was still up
around 0.5 percent on the day.

The dollar eased 0.6 percent on the
yen to 116.50, while sterling recovered
from a two-month low to trade 0.3 per-
cent higher at $1.2263.

London stocks drifted 0.1 percent
lower, one day after striking an all-time
closing pinnacle at 7,106.08 in volatile
low-volume deals. Frankfurt and Paris
retrenched with losses of 0.3 percent
and 0.2 percent  respectively, following
losses elsewhere. Asian equities mostly
sank yesterday, with Tokyo suffering the
heaviest drop  in more than a month,
after Wall Street had tumbled

Wednesday in a sleepy session. “The
‘Santa Rally’ has been somewhat dented
after icy winds hit the US  markets yes-
terday,” said Ipek Ozkardeskaya, analyst
at London Capital Group. “Then Asian
stocks slid ... and the FTSE is suffering
from a combination of  profit taking and
risk-off trading,” she added.

‘Santa favours gold diggers’
However, shares in gold mining com-

panies l ike Fresnillo and Randgold
forged higher in London on the back of
firmer prices for the glamorous precious
metal. “Santa seems to favour gold dig-
gers today,” noted Ozkardeskaya.
Fresnillo gained 2.0 percent and
Randgold won 1.3 percent in value.

“Both the FTSE 100 and the
(European) indices are pulling back ...
although the UK leaderboard is still
topped by the silver and gold miners
Fresnillo and  Randgold, a sector where
European markets offer little by way of
exposure,”  added AJ Bell investment
director Russ Mould.

On Friday-New Year’s Eve-London
will shut up shop at lunchtime but
Frankfurt and Paris will remain open as
normal. Back in Asia, Tokyo slumped
Thursday as the yen strengthened
against the  dollar while Toshiba’s stock
plunged for the third straight day.

The troubled conglomerate’s shares
ended another torrid day 17 percent
down, following the company’s warning
of a possible one-time loss of several
billion dollars over its US nuclear busi-
ness. Its stock has now lost more than 40
percent since Tuesday, meaning the loss
could take out a huge portion of its
equity capital and force the company to
seek funds from investors.—Agencies

Dow’s 20,000 barrier, weak 
European banks dent stocks
Traders use holiday trading to book profit

LONDON: The dollar slipped to a two-week low against the
yen yesterday, mirroring a fall in US bond yields as weaker-
than-expected economic data weighed on the greenback and
waning risk appetite boosted Japan’s safe-haven currency.
Japan’s Nikkei stock index - which tends to move in the oppo-
site direction to the yen - shed 1.3 percent as Toshiba Corp
dived 16 percent after news of potential massive writedowns
led to a downgrade of its credit ratings. The dollar dipped 0.8
percent to 116.30 yen.

Against a basket of major currencies, the greenback fell 0.6
percent to a one-week low, extending falls late on Wednesday
after data showed contracts to buy previously owned US
homes falling to their lowest level in nearly a year. Yields on
10-year US Treasury yields - which have in recent months
been closely correlated with the dollar/yen exchange rate -
also fell to their lowest in two weeks, having soared to a more-
than-two-year high above 2.6 percent earlier in the month.

“We had a huge sell-off in the US bond market since the US
election...so perhaps we’ve seen the crescendo of selling, at
least initially,” said MUFG currency economist Lee Hardman, in
London. “If that’s the case and US yields stabilize or come
back lower in the near term, there’s some scope there for dol-
lar/yen to drift lower in the near term as well. Hardman added
that the break below 117 yen, which had provided a floor dur-
ing the Christmas period in which volumes have been thin,
had accelerated the move lower.

Sterling climbed back up from two-month lows to $1.2270
, but was on track for a more than 16 percent fall against the
greenback in 2016 - its worst showing since 2008. — Reuters

Dollar slips to
2-week low vs yen 

FRANKFURT: Berlin’s long-delayed new airport is
unlikely to open as planned next year, the chief
executive told a German newspaper yesterday, fol-
lowing a report that said completion of the project
had been pushed back to 2018.

The international airport, which was originally
due to open in 2012, has been under construction
since 2006. Despite Germany’s reputation for engi-
neering and organisational prowess, red tape and
technical problems have repeatedly delayed its
inauguration.

German daily Bild had reported on Wednesday
that the opening had been pushed back a fifth time
due to problems with electrical systems, citing
sources close to the airport and its owners.

It had said the fresh delay would be announced
in the second half of January. Chief Executive
Karsten Muehlenfeld told daily Der Tagesspiegel
that no decision had been made to postpone the
opening now set for late 2017 but that the airport
still needed regulatory approval for an amendment
to its building permit and had to finish construction
of the passenger terminal.

“I don’t want to hide the fact that the risks prevail
by now. The chance (of opening in 2017) is only
very small now,” Tagesspiegel quoted Muehlenfeld
as saying. Any official opening next year would
have to happen by October or November, he said,
as an overnight move from Berlin’s Tegel airport in
west Berlin in the winter, when there might be
snow and ice, would be too risky. “Then it would
happen at the earliest when the flight schedules
change, so in late March,” he said.

The new airport, named after the late politician
Willy Brandt, is jointly owned by the federal govern-
ment as well as the state governments of Berlin and
Brandenburg. Companies involved in the construc-
tion include German engineering groups Siemens
and Bosch. — Reuters 

Opening of new 
Berlin airport in 
2017 unlikely: CEO


